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with a layout change under way, the mugen database is currently undergoing some changes. because of this, it is very likely that certain
aspects of the site will look inconsistent with other parts of the same type, or might not make sense. please bear with us as we try to fully

implement this new layout, or perhaps you could lend us a hand! if you're creating a new article, do not use the old layout! it will be deleted,
as we are focusing on transferring all the character articles over. please use the new layout! ristr87 is on the top again with this game -

kofxiii m.u.g.e.n.together with enlightendshadow they have created a real feast for fans of fighting games. they use the engine of m. which
is quite powerful.extremely good game, kof characters will come to life for you with a whole series of improvements and added qualities.

well placed in an hd world. at your disposal are 68 characters - all of them from the legendary series. some of the fighters are hidden under
the ribbon and are freely selectable.some of the players have their own dark incarnations, which are characterized by unbridled power. in

general, however, this production adheres to the quality aesthetics of the original game.you will need a lot of skill to play this game. without
a doubt, this is one of the best achievements for m. mugen contains a rating system and a fighting record editor that is relatively simple to

use. it has a basic character editor, which is a simple user interface with drag-and-drop controls. there is also a matching feature for players.
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